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Student Consensus on RateMyProfessors.com

April Bleske-Rechek and Amber Fritsch
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

At the same time as some faculty committees and corporations are appealing to the use of online ratings from RateMyProfessors.com to inform promotion decisions and nationwide university rankings, others are derogating the site as an unreliable source of idiosyncratic student ratings and commentary. In this paper we describe a study designed to test the assumption that students’ ratings are unreliable. The sample included 366 instructors with 10 or more student ratings. Contrary to the assumption that students’ ratings are unreliable, variance in students’ ratings about a given instructor was similar across number of raters, with 10 raters showing the same degree of consensus as 50 or more raters. Students showed the most consensus about instructors who were among the top third of the distribution in quality, and this effect occurred even among instructors rated as the most difficult. Taken alongside other investigations of RateMyProfessors.com and the broad literature on student evaluations of teaching, our findings suggest that students who use RateMyProfessors.com are likely providing each other with useful information about quality of instruction.

RateMyProfessors.com is an online forum on which students rate and comment on their instructors. The site launched in 1999 and grew rapidly: The site touted millions of ratings on hundreds of thousands of instructors within its first 10 years. Moreover, the site is not without influence. Forbes Magazine has recently included RateMyProfessors ratings to create its rankings of top colleges and universities in the United States (Steinberg, 2009); and anecdotal evidence suggests that faculty tenure and promotion committees have begun to attend to ratings and commentary on RateMyProfessors (Sanders, Walia, Potter, & Linna, 2011). Skepticism about the website is high, however, as revealed by comments such as the following: “Information provided by the RMP website is not valid” (Davison & Price, 2009, p. 61) and “…high-quality ratings may have more to do with an instructor’s appearance and how easy he or she makes a course than with the quality of teaching” (Felton, Mitchell, & Stonson, 2004, p. 106). Should instructional and administrative staff pay any heed to ratings from students who post on the site? RateMyProfessors.com is certainly unique because students visit the site voluntarily, and only a subset of students who visit the site actually post ratings. In this paper, we briefly review some of the systematic trends documented thus far in analyses of ratings from the site. Then, we describe the results of an investigation that we designed to test the reliability of students’ ratings.

RateMyProfessors.com was launched as a public outlet for students to rate and voice commentary on their instructors. On the site, students use five-point Likert-type scales to rate their instructors’ easiness (‘How easy are the classes that this professor teaches?’ ‘Is it possible to get an A without too much work?’), helpfulness (‘Is the teacher approachable and nice?’ ‘Is s/he willing to help you after class?’), and clarity (‘How well does the teacher convey the class topics?’ ‘Is s/he clear in his presentation?’ ‘Is s/he organized and does s/he use class time effectively?’). The elements of helpfulness and clarity are frequently measured in student evaluations of instruction and also show up in reports of university students’ perceptions of
effective university instructors (Slate, LaPrairie, Schulte, & Onwuegbuzie, 2011). On RateMyProfessors.com, the helpfulness and clarity scores are averaged to provide a quality score for each instructor. Students on the site can also give instructors a “chili pepper” if they find them attractive and can post written commentary about the instructor. As of 2010, RateMyProfessors.com held over 10 million ratings on over a million instructors from the United States, England, and Canada. Although some instructors have only one or two student posts, there are thousands on the site with 10 or more posts (Felton et al., 2004).

Researchers have voiced concerns about the reliability and validity of ratings on RateMyProfessors.com. One concern is that students who post ratings and comments on the site are different from other students (Davison & Price, 2009; Felton, Koper, Mitchell, & Stinson, 2008; Posillico, 2009). Because students go to RateMyProfessors on their own time and not as part of an end-of-semester, class-wide evaluation, it is possible that students who choose to post ratings and commentary are those with extreme views. In potential support of the possibility that students who post are those who have something strongly negative to say, researchers have documented a weak, negative association between instructors’ overall mean quality rating and the number of ratings they have received (Davison & Price, 2009); that is, more difficult instructors have more ratings. However, that link is inconsistent (Riniolo, Johnson, Sherman, & Misso, 2006), and when researchers controlled for the number of semesters that instructors have taught since the website launched, thereby creating a measure of rating frequency, the association did not replicate (Bleske-Rechek & Michels, 2010).

Other findings suggest that students who choose to post on RateMyProfessors are not different from other students. First, instructors’ ratings on RateMyProfessors correlate strongly with the ratings they receive on in-class student evaluations (Coladarci & Kornfield, 2007; Sanders et al., 2011). In Sanders et al.’s (2011) research, the correlation between online score and in-class student evaluation score was .57 even for those instructors with as few as five or six online ratings. Second, students who report that they have posted ratings on the site (between 20 and 30% of students) are similar to those who have not posted, in their grade point average, learning goals, and grade orientations (Bleske-Rechek & Michels, 2010). These trends coincide with research on traditional student evaluations of teaching, which has documented that students’ own personality traits do not predict their ratings of their instructors (Patrick, 2011); in fact, students’ personality traits do not predict differential response to researcher-manipulated variation in instructor expressiveness. Instead, students of widely varying personality traits consistently view expressive instructors who cover a lot of content more favorably than they view less expressive instructors who cover little content; they also learn more from those instructors (Abrami, Perry, & Leventhal, 1982).

Another concern is that students' ratings are not valid but instead biased, such that they give high quality ratings to easy instructors (Davison & Price, 2009; Felton et al., 2004). This concern stems from various analyses of RateMyProfessors data that have revealed strong, positive associations ($r$ ~ .4-.6) between ratings of instructor easiness and ratings of instructor quality (Coladarci & Kornfield, 2007; Davison & Price, 2009; Felton et al., 2004). The inference of causal bias from this correlational finding is analogous to that with traditional student evaluations of teaching. On traditional student evaluations of teaching, students’ expected grade is typically positively associated with their instructor ratings, and one interpretation of that correlation is that students are biased in favor of instructors who are lenient graders (e.g., Greenwald & Gillmore, 1997) or who give them good grades. In the domain of student evaluations of teaching, however, a massive literature supports other interpretations, including that highly effective instructors facilitate learning (and hence, good grades; Remedios & Lieberman, 2008), as well as the possibility that student factors such as interest, effort, and motivation drive both good grades and perceptions of the instructor as effective (Marsh, 1984; Heckert, Latier, Ringwald-Burton, & Drazen, 2006). Specifically, multi-section validity studies show that
students of instructors with higher ratings score higher on end-of-semester tests (Cohen, 1981; Feldman, 1989); controlled manipulations of instructor expressiveness and content coverage have a large impact on students’ ratings of their instructors, whereas manipulations of instructor grading standards have small and inconsistent effects (Abrami, Dickens, Perry, & Leventhal, 1980); and links between students’ grades and ratings of their instructor can be accounted for by student interest and perceived amount of learning in the class (Marsh & Roche, 2000; Patrick, 2011). Because RateMyProfessors.com ratings closely coincide with traditional student evaluations of teaching (Coladarci & Kornfield, 2007; Sanders et al., 2011), the consensus that students generally provide useful ratings of instructor quality on traditional student evaluations would imply that students probably do so on RateMyProfessors.com, as well.

The primary objective of the current research is to investigate reliability in students’ ratings on RateMyProfessors.com by analyzing variance in their ratings of instructor quality and easiness. On one hand, if students’ postings reflect idiosyncratic responses to their instructors, then having a limited number of student raters about a given instructor might limit the interpretability of those ratings. That is, if each student’s ratings about an instructor include varied sources of error, then only by aggregating many students’ responses should there be consensus about an instructor. According to this logic, the number of ratings should be negatively associated with degree of variance in the ratings – that is, it should take many ratings to get consensus around the mean. On the other hand, if students are consistent in their assessments, then the number of ratings should not be related to variance in ratings – that is, there should be consensus around the mean with just a small number of ratings. It is possible, however, that student consensus could reflect consistency in students’ responses to an educationally-irrelevant aspect of their experience with an instructor. We suggest that if consistency in student ratings reflects consistency in students’ perceptions of quality, then students should be distinguishing between easiness and quality when making their judgments, and variance in students’ perceptions of quality of instruction should be tied more to instructors’ mean level of quality than to instructors’ mean level of easiness.

**METHOD**

**Sample**

We analyzed ratings that are publicly available on the RateMyProfessors.com website. We included all instructors from a large, public university who had 10 or more ratings on the site. The value of 10 was chosen as a cutoff because it corresponded with the cutoff previous researchers have used (Felton et al., 2004); it also allowed for omission of instructor names that may have shown up in error due to misspellings or confusion about instructor status. After omission of six outlier instructors (3 SD away from the mean), the final dataset included 366 instructors (207 male, 159 female) who had between 10 and 86 ratings. The omitted instructors, who were outliers, had 89 or more ratings. Instructors represented the major disciplines on campus, with 37% of instructors from Arts and Humanities, 18% from Social Sciences, 28% from Math and Natural Sciences, and 17% from Pre-professional majors.

**Procedure**

We first created a single data set for each instructor. Each instructor’s data included helpfulness, clarity, easiness, and quality ratings of each student who had rated that instructor; we computed summary statistics (M, SD, and variance) for each of those variables. Then, we compiled an umbrella dataset that included all instructors. For each instructor, we noted their sex and discipline, their means, standard deviations, and variances for easiness and quality, the number of student raters that had contributed to those summary statistics (range = 10 to 86, M = 28.57, SD = 16.93), and the number of years the instructor had been teaching at the university since fall of 1999, when RateMyProfessors was launched (range = 1 to 11, M = 8.35, SD = 3.20). Because instructors who had been at the university longer had more ratings, r(366) = .34, p < .001, we computed a weighted index of the frequency with which instructors had received student posts (number of raters/number of years) and labeled it, “rating frequency.” Rating
frequencies ranged from 0.91 to 19.00 ($M = 4.03$, $SD = 2.76$).

**RESULTS**

Summary statistics for easiness and quality are displayed in Table 1. The typical instructor had a mean quality rating of 3.58 and a mean easiness rating of 3.14. Consensus around the mean can be described using either variance or its square root, standard deviation.

Table 1: Summary Statistics for Ratings of Instructor Quality and Easiness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructor’s Overall Quality Rating</td>
<td>1.41-4.98</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor’s Quality Ratings</td>
<td>0.01-2.81</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation in Quality Ratings</td>
<td>0.10-1.68</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor’s Overall Easiness Rating</td>
<td>1.39-4.90</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor’s Easiness Ratings</td>
<td>0.10-2.65</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation in Easiness Ratings</td>
<td>-1.06-1.63</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although variance is more commonly used to denote degree of consensus, standard deviation values are in the original rating scale units and can provide a benchmark for the degree of overall spread of scores around the mean. For example, the typical instructor had a standard deviation in quality ratings of 1.06, such that 68% of that instructor’s ratings were between 2.52 and 4.64 ($3.58 \pm/\mp 1.06$).

On the five point scale, then, the majority of ratings for a typical instructor fell within three points of one another (between 2 and 4 for an instructor with an average of 3). Instructors with smaller variance (and standard deviation values) have a narrower spread of measurements around the mean and therefore usually have comparatively fewer high or low values. Notably, instructors with a low mean rating can still have a larger variance if they have several high ratings from individual students; instructors with a high mean rating can also have a larger variance if they have several low ratings from individual students; and instructors with a moderate mean rating can still have a small variance if most of the individual ratings are moderate.

**Mean Quality and Easiness Ratings**

Figure 1 displays the distribution of mean quality ratings (upper panel) and the distribution of mean easiness ratings (lower panel). As shown in the upper panel, instructors differed widely in how high or low in quality they were rated, but the distribution of means was slightly negatively skewed, such that instructors’ mean quality ratings were more positive than negative overall. As shown in the
bottom panel, instructors differed widely in how low or high in easiness they were rated, and those ratings follow a normal distribution. As in previous studies (e.g., Felton et al., 2004), instructors’ easiness and quality ratings were positively correlated, \( r(366) = .57, p < .001 \) (see below). On average, however, instructors were rated as higher in quality than in easiness, paired samples \( t(365) = 11.41, p < .001, d = 0.60 \).

**Mean Ratings and Rating Frequency**

Instructor quality was not associated with number of ratings \( (r(365) = -.08, p = .105) \) or with number of years at the university since RateMyProfessors began \( (r(365) = -.05, p = .373) \). Instructors who were rated as more difficult (less easy) had more student ratings, \( r(365) = -.11, p = .04 \); however, more difficult instructors also had been teaching at the institution for more of the years since RateMyProfessors began, \( r(365) = -.13, p = .01 \). As such, we conducted an additional analysis between easiness and rating frequency (number of ratings weighted by number of years at the university since RateMyProfessors launched). As displayed in the upper panel of Figure 2, instructors with higher quality ratings were not rated any more or less frequently than other instructors were, \( r(365) = -.01, p = .852 \). As shown in the lower panel of Figure 2, instructors rated as easier were not rated any more or less frequently than other instructors were, \( r(365) = .03, p = .575 \).

**Consensus and Number of Raters**

The primary objective of the current study was to determine the reliability of students’ ratings. If students who choose to post ratings on RateMyProfessors.com are at the extremes or are rating according to idiosyncratic perceptions, then variance in student ratings should be high when there are fewer ratings, and student consensus should increase (variance should decrease) with number of student raters. That is, more student raters should aggregate signal of instructor process and filter out students’ emotional biases. Figure 3 (upper panel) displays the association between number of quality ratings and degree of consensus in those ratings. Each dot represents a given instructor’s number of ratings and degree of variance in those ratings. Counter to concerns about the reliability of student ratings, degree of variance in a given instructor’s ratings was not associated with how many students had rated them. In other words, instructors with 10 ratings showed the same degree of consensus in their quality ratings as did instructors with 50 ratings, \( r(366) = .03, p = .573 \). Figure 3 (lower panel) shows the association between rating frequency and degree of consensus in those ratings. Each dot represents the frequency...
with which a given instructor was rated and the degree of variance in the ratings received. Rating frequency was not associated with degree of student consensus, \( r(365) = -0.03, p = 0.566 \). Within each sex and within each discipline, number of raters was not associated with degree of variance in instructor quality ratings (all \( p > 0.09 \), values for \( r \) ranged from -0.18 to +0.15), nor was number of raters (or rating frequency) associated with student consensus when we used standard deviation as the unit of measurement, all \( ps > 0.24 \). These non-significant associations between consensus and number of raters run counter to the suggestion that students are unreliable judges of instructor quality.

**Consensus and Quality**

Although degree of variance in a given instructor’s ratings was not tied to how many students had provided the ratings, degree of variance in instructors’ quality ratings was tied to the overall perception of instructors’ quality (quadratic \( F(2, 364) = 424.86, p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.70 \)) and degree of variance in instructors’ easiness ratings was tied to the overall perception of instructor’s easiness (quadratic \( F(2, 364) = 66.25, p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.27 \)). Instructors with low and (especially) high mean ratings had the least variance in the ratings they received. These associations are displayed in the upper and lower panels of Figure 4. The effect was very robust for quality, and also replicated by sex and discipline of instructor, all \( ps < 0.001, R^2 \) values ranging from 0.66 to 0.74. Instructors with very high mean quality ratings showed very little variance (i.e., strong consensus) in students’ ratings— in some cases essentially no variance at all.

**Consensus about Instructor Easiness and Instructor Quality**

As noted above, instructors who were rated as easy also received higher quality ratings, \( r(366) = 0.57, p < 0.001 \). If instructor easiness leads to high quality ratings, then instructors who are very easy should be consistently rated as high in quality. To look at the competing links of easiness and quality with variance in student ratings, we first used percentile values to place instructors into quality and easiness thirds. Instructors in the bottom third of the distribution for quality had means ranging from 1.41 to 3.20, those in the middle third had means ranging from 3.21 to 4.07, and those in upper third for quality had means ranging from 4.08 to 4.98. Instructors in the bottom third of the distribution for easiness (the most difficult instructors) had means ranging from 1.00 to 2.74, those in the middle third had means ranging from 2.75 to 3.50, and those in upper third for easiness had means ranging from 3.51 to 4.90.
Our analysis of variance for quality ratings revealed that easy instructors were not rated with any more consistency than moderate or difficult instructors were. As shown in Figure 5, students did not show any more consensus overall about the quality of easy versus less easy instructors, \(F(2, 357) = 0.98, \ p = .378, \ \text{partial } \eta^2 = .005\). Instead, students showed the most consensus (least variance) about instructors who were among the top third of the distribution in quality, \(F(2, 357) = 120.52, \ p < .001, \ \text{partial } \eta^2 = .403\). As revealed by the interaction F-test, this effect of quality on variance occurred even among instructors rated as the most difficult (Figure 5, left set of columns) and was magnified among instructors rated as easy (Figure 5, right set of columns), \(F(4, 357) = 4.48, \ p = .002, \ \text{partial } \eta^2 = .05\). Thus, student consensus about instructor quality was not a direct function of how easy the instructor was.

We ran one more set of analyses to address the possibility that students are biased in their judgments of instructor quality. We reasoned that there may be comparatively more room for bias in two of the four major disciplines. First, because instructors in Math & Natural Sciences courses are rated as more difficult overall than are instructors in other disciplines (Aleamoni, 1999; Bleske-Rechek & Michels, 2010), students may be more varied in their response because of the more varied grade
distributions that coincide with more students struggling to achieve the desired grades. Second, because courses in the Arts & Humanities may be perceived, at least by students, as having more room for subjectivity in opinion and belief, there may be stronger emotional responses to instructors in those departments. To test these ideas, we analyzed mean ratings and variance in ratings as a function of discipline. As we expected on the basis of previous research, Math & Natural Sciences instructors were rated as less easy than were instructors in each of the other disciplines (Arts & Humanities, Social Sciences, and Pre-professional), $F(3, 363) = 6.21, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .05$, all pair-wise $p$s $\leq .01$. However, instructors in Math & Natural Sciences were rated similarly in quality, $F(3, 363) = 0.21, p = .89$, partial $\eta^2 = .002$. This finding implies that students distinguish between easiness and quality in their ratings. In further support of students as reliable judges of quality of instruction, Figure 6 shows that variance in students’ ratings of easiness and quality did not differ by discipline. That is, students showed similar consensus about their instructors, regardless of the type of discipline those instructors were in (easiness $F(3, 363) = 0.68, p = .56$, partial $\eta^2 = .006$; quality $F(3, 363) = 0.10, p = .96$, partial $\eta^2 = .001$).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study we documented a number of findings that could be used to inform faculty and researchers’ judgments about online rating sites such as RateMyProfessors.com. First, the instructors in our sample varied in how many students had taken the time to go online and rate them; some were rated far more frequently than others were. Second, some instructors were rated more favorably than other instructors were, a finding that coincides with Riniolo et al.’s (2006) observation that “ratings are widely dispersed and not just clustered at the extremes on the 5-point student evaluation scale, indicating a wide distribution of input that is not solely targeted at evaluating professors rated as very poor (i.e., motivated to “slam” professors) and outstanding (i.e., motivated to praise professors) or both.” (p. 33). Third, the frequency with which instructors were rated was not tied to how favorably they were rated, again implying that students are not rating just the instructors with whom they are most displeased or upset.

As documented in previous investigations of online rating sites (Silva, Silva, Quinn, Draper, Cover, & Munoff, 2008), we also found that instructors received more favorable than unfavorable ratings, and tended to be rated as higher in quality than in easiness; these trends run contrary to the assumption that students who post are especially displeased or those looking for the easy “A.” The finding of more favorable ratings overall is especially important in light of past research showing that students tend to give more negative ratings when they are anonymous (Feldman, 1979), because RateMyProfessors.com is anonymous. Another past study found that students who had posted on RateMyProfessors did not differ from other students in their learning goals, focus on grades over learning, or GPA (Bleske-Rechek & Michels, 2010). The evidence thus far, then, indicates that students who do post do not differ from students who do not post, at least on the
variables that have been measured. Yet, only a minority of students post on RateMyProfessors (Bleske-Rechek & Michels, 2010; Davison & Price, 2009), which implies that students who post must be different somehow from students who do not. Are they more conscientious, or do they feel a stronger sense of obligation to inform their fellow students? If so, why?

Another finding of the current study was a consistent degree of consensus among students about a given instructor's quality, regardless of how many students had provided the ratings. In other words, degree of consensus about an instructor, on average, was the same if that instructor had 10 ratings as if the instructor had 50 ratings. We did not include instructors who had fewer than 10 ratings, and it seems that students and instructors should be cautious in interpreting a small number of posts or any individual post taken on its own. However, our findings suggest that with at least 10 ratings instructors may be able to extract crude judgments - exceptional, adequate, or unacceptable (McKeachie, 1997) - of students' perceptions of their clarity and helpfulness.

The current study also documented that students agree about low quality instructors and, in particular, high quality instructors. In fact, differences in mean quality ratings accounted for 70% of the variance in degree of consensus about instructor quality. Moreover, while we replicated previous research with student evaluations of teaching that has shown instructors in math and natural sciences are rated as more difficult, we also showed that students (a) did not rate math and natural sciences instructors as any lower in quality than other instructors and (b) showed as much consensus in their ratings of math and natural sciences instructors as they did about instructors in other disciplines. In the aggregate, students agreed about which instructors were highly effective (in terms of clarity and helpfulness) and which instructors were not, across instructor sex and discipline. This strong student consensus about quality coincides with research showing that manipulating teacher expressiveness and content coverage can have a large impact on students' ratings of instructor effectiveness regardless of students' own personalities (Abrami et al., 1982).

Despite faculty doubts about the ability of students to appreciate good teaching, "we now know that students can evaluate teaching effectively" (McKeachie, 1990, p. 197).

**Implications and Limitations**

The trends documented thus far on data from RateMyProfessors closely parallel those seen in the literature on student evaluations of teaching. Indeed, instructors’ student evaluation scores correlate strongly with their online ratings (Coladarci & Kornfield, 2007; Sanders et al., 2011), and in general students who post on RateMyProfessors do not appear to be different from other students in ways relevant to the ratings (such as learning goals; Bleske-Rechek & Michels, 2010). However, the RateMyProfessors website has plenty of room for improvement, and we recommend cautious interpretation of any single instructor’s ratings. As with student evaluations of instruction, there is the concern of misuse of RateMyProfessors ratings. Administrators should not make decisions about faculty development and promotions on the basis of these ratings. Instead, as with any personnel decision, multiple sources of information must contribute.

The findings of the current study are potentially limited by several factors. First, we chose to analyze all instructors (with 10 or more ratings) from one institution rather than a few instructors from many institutions. In this way, we could guarantee access to records of instructors’ number of years at the university since RateMyProfessors began and we could easily access instructors from a variety of disciplines. Although future research ideally would expand our analyses to instructors of multiple institutions, our university is a typical, four-year liberal arts based institution. Moreover, the distributions of mean ratings and the associations we documented between mean quality and mean easiness ratings coincided with those of other studies (e.g., Felton et al., 2004; Silva et al., 2008) and thus imply our findings are robust.

Other concerns about our data stem from the nature of the RateMyProfessors.com website. Student ratings on the site are not entirely...
independent, and we have no way of distinguishing independent ratings from dependent ratings. For example, a single student may rate more than one instructor. A single student may also rate the same instructor more than once, but for different courses. Each instructor receives a single mean quality (and easiness) rating, yet for some instructors that composite may come from ratings of a single course and for others that composite may come from ratings of five or more different courses. It is likely that these related concerns are relatively minor, because research on student evaluations of teaching suggests that students in the same course with two different instructors differ widely, on average, in their ratings, whereas students enrolled in two different sections of the same instructor’s course or in two different courses provided by the same instructor provide very similar ratings (Marsh, 1984). However, we recognize that if we knew which students were rating which instructors, we could have computed interrater reliability coefficients as measures of student consensus. Instead, we proceeded from a statistically conservative assumption that different students rated each instructor (instead of that the same group of students rated the same set of instructors).

**CONCLUSION**

RateMyProfessors.com is widely used by students. Its growth has been accompanied by skepticism, but the site sits on the wave of social networking and likely will expand in use and influence. If faculty do not want students to use the site, one option is to make the results of traditional student evaluations of instruction easily accessible – i.e., public – so students have no apparent need for the site (Felton et al., 2004). However, analyses thus far suggest that RateMyProfessors is an easily accessible public forum on which students are providing each other with not just emotional reactions but serious information about instructor process (Bleske-Rechek & Michels, 2010; Otto, Sanford, & Ross, 2008; Silva et al., 2008). Thus, another option may be to work with RateMyProfessors administrators to include more questions that are obviously linked to instructor pedagogy (Felton et al., 2004). For example, the site could ask students about their perceptions of instructors’ use of class time, provision of opportunities to master course material, use of assignments and assessments that are tied to course objectives, and use of objective grading criteria. Relatedly, another option may be to work with RateMyProfessors.com administrators to remove questions that detract from the face validity of the site. For example, although it is possible that attractiveness is tied to student learning (e.g., via student attention) or to desirable instructor personality traits (e.g., confidence, intellect) that facilitate effective instruction, public display of the chili pepper and students’ comments about instructors’ personality and appearance will probably continue to cause skepticism that will outweigh any statistical evidence of the site’s utility. Our study has added to that statistical evidence. We demonstrated strong student consensus about instructor quality, which did not hinge on instructor easiness. Trends in student ratings on RateMyProfessors mirror those found on traditional student evaluations of teaching (Coladarci & Kornfield, 2007; Sanders et al., 2011). In the aggregate, RateMyProfessors.com is providing useful feedback about instructor quality.
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